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LANCOM – Experience in networking

For over ten years we have continually built on our know-how in networking and network 

security. The knowledge and the experience that we have gained have made LANCOM a quality

brand for networking components. Professional users who value stable and secure network 

operations place their trust in LANCOM. Investments in networking infrastructure should also

provide capacity for future expansion and technical innovation. For this reason, LANCOM 

devices are conceptualized to offer a wealth of functions and potential for upgrading – and all

of that with an optimal price-performance ratio.

LANCOM – Quality Made in Germany

Our products are designed to meet the specific needs of the German and European markets,

which is helped by the fact that LANCOM products are developed and manufactured in

Germany. The operating system LCOS (LANCOM Operating System) is also a proprietary 

development. This gives our customers the assurance that specialized requirements and upgrades

can be integrated quickly. Similarly, even those customers with older devices continue to 

benefit from regular free software updates – which demonstrates just how hard we work to

protect our customers’ investments and how much we value the security of their networks. 

. . .  c o n n e c t i n g  y o u r  b u s i n e s s
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Wireless LAN – why use it?

A “Wireless Local Area Network” (WLAN) uses radio to interconnect the computers in your 

company. This saves not only considerable amounts of time and expense because cabling is

unnecessary, it also allows greater flexibility at the work place. Working at their laptops or PDAs,

your employees use the WLAN for full access to the company network or the Internet – be they

at the neighboring colleague’s desk, in a conference room, or even in another building. 

WLAN not only benefits a company inside: WLAN is ideal wherever the installation of cabling is

excessively time consuming, expensive, impractical or impossible. Applications include the 

inter-networking of warehouses and production facilities, coverage can be provided across 

industrial sites and, where line-of-sight is available, wireless links can be set up that span 

several kilometers.

Wireless LAN is secure

If you have resisted using WLAN until now because of security concerns, you can now rest assured.

Those worries about potential espionage or unauthorized access to the company network have

been firmly resigned to the past. The last few years have seen an enormous development in WLAN

technology. The security loopholes that have been so widely publicized in the media are a problem

associated with unprotected WLAN networks. However, the protected wireless LAN networks of

today are absolutely secure.

Indoor and outdoor wireless LAN solutions for professional users

LANCOM Systems offers you the full range of components that you need to set up a professional

WLAN – not only for office use (indoor) but also for outdoor wireless links. In the following you

will find an overview of our range of products and also some examples of these two areas of

application in practice. 

Advantages from WLAN solutions from LANCOM

Well worth knowing:

The German Federal
Office for Informa-
tion Security (BSI)
has published tech-
nical guidelines on
the subject of secure

WLAN. This guideline is
available for download
from the Web site of the
BSI: www.bsi.de/english

Network Management Access Points

WLAN Controllers Antennas, Clients and Accessories 



The conference room

It is vital for companies to provide their employees with the information they need, wherever they

may be – and without loss of time. Even in conference rooms, employees may need access to the

company network or the Internet. This avoids any meetings from ending without decisions being 

made just because vital information was not available at the decisive moment. 

Guest access accounts

Today it is possible to grant visitors to your company Internet

access without admitting them into your company’s network.

Multi-SSID technology allows you to set up guest access 

accounts – without having to lay a extra cables. This enables

your visitors to use the Internet from their own laptops without

giving them the remotest glimpse of your confidential company

data.

Wireless LAN in the home office

New technologies provide secure access to the company network from the outside, i.e. when

your employees work from home. This is vital for field staff, but also an attractive factor for

employees who need a little more flexibility with their time, such as working mums and dads,

for example. To be flexible and enjoy working at the desk or even in the living room, you either

need a cable that is long enough, or you need WLAN. And of course the confidential nature of

the company’s data has to be assured at all times. LANCOM Systems ensures that your company

data is safe from interception over the “air” interface.

LANCOM product recommendations:

Particularly well suited for indoor use are the LANCOM L-300 and the LANCOM L-54 series. For

home-office operation we recommend the highly integrated WLAN routers of the LANCOM

1800 series. Guest access accounts are provided by the LANCOM Public Spot Option, not only

for use within companies but also by operators of publicly available wireless networks. 
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Indoor solutions from LANCOM

Well worth knowing:

The new standard 802.11n
enables even broader band-
widths and extends the 
coverage of your WLAN.
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Indoor solutions from LANCOM

Wireless LAN and logistics; Example: Real-time warehouse inventories

Be it in retail or in the manufacturing trade: It is of decisive importance that competitive 

companies can optimize their lead times and the flow of materials and goods. 

Bar code scanners that communicate with enterprise resour-

ce planning systems by means of WLAN enable the move-

ment of goods to be recorded in real time. This provides a

constantly updated overview of the goods movements and

allows related processes to be planned and executed more

efficiently. Ordering materials, dispatching goods and billing

of customers takes place faster, meaning that the costs 

arising from inventories and processes are lower. You would

like more information about this? Then please ask us about

our user reports or contact us regarding personal 

consultation.

LANCOM product recommendations:

The LANCOM IAP-54 Wireless is equipped with a robust metal casing that is highly resistant to

the tough conditions in warehouses and logistical environments. Recommended for industrial

environments  are access points and hardware clients of the LANCOM XAP/XAC series which

has additional approvals, top-hat rail mountings and offers an extended operating temperature

range.

The LANCOM IAP-54 Wireless
has a data transfer rate of up
to 108 Mbps and a range of
up to 50 m (164 feet). It can
communicate without problem
with scanners that are used
on ramps and high-rise racks. 

Works

Delivery

Server communi-
cation software

Company platform
e.g. SAP (4.6c)

Realtime 
monitoring 

of inventories

Delivery

Company headquarters

Incoming goods 
warehouse

Production 
site

Outgoing goods 
warehouse
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Wireless LAN for applications in the open

There will always be outdoor applications where the 

installation of cabling is overly expensive or simply impossible.

In particular where short-term projects require long-

distance wireless links with line of sight, WLAN can offer

unbeatable advantages due to the extra flexibility. However,

WLAN is also frequently used for longer-term outdoor instal-

lations. For example, Internet providers often implement

their backhaul connections over WLAN.

Wireless LAN in areas without broadband internet 

Areas of Europe continue to be devoid a broadband internet 

connection that is necessary to provide local companies with high-

speed Internet access. Wireless LAN enables a data link to be 

established over several kilometers (miles) and can be used, for

example, to set up a connection to the broadband network in the

neighboring village. Companies in areas that lack, for instance‘,

DSL coverage can thus benefit from adequate Internet access.

Professional lightning and surge protection 

for WLAN installations 

Open-air installations are at risk from storms and lightning strikes.

A less well known fact: Even a charged atmosphere can result in

damage to sensitive WLAN modules. For this reason, LANCOM has

conducted extensive research to develop the AirLancer Extender

SA-5L. The LANCOM AirLancer Extender SA-5L diverts current 

surges at the access point's antenna input, so providing effective

protection for your valuable outdoor WLAN installations. 

Read our new and extensive LANCOM Outdoor Guide to find out

everything about outdoor installations, lightning protection,

grounding and surge protection systems, and the important issues

when mounting and positioning antennae.

Outdoor solutions from LANCOM

Highly robust:

The OAP won’t let you
down even under ex-
treme weather condi-
tions as it is suitable for
temperatures ranging
from -30 to +70°C 
(-22F to 158F).

Simply more efficient:

The O-D9a combined
with LANCOM 802.11n
access points uses ho-
rizontally and vertically
polarized waves of the
sames frequency as 
independent transmis-
sion paths

Solid protection:

The AirLancer Extender
SA-5L protects sensitive
WLAN modules against 
current surges. 



Helpful for planning wireless links

The LANCOM Antenna Distance Calculator allows you to make an initial estimation of the per-

formance available from particular combinations of equipment. It will provide information by

calculating the bandwidth and mast height of your antennas in relation to the distance the

wireless link has to cover. 

Wireless LAN for coverage of industrial sites or public areas

Video cameras are frequently used for the surveillance of company premises or public areas

such as railway stations. To avoid having to install cable looms with the associated expense and

risk of sabotage, the images can be transmitted via WLAN instead. At railway stations, video

transmission via WLAN allows the train driver to make sure that all passengers have boarded or

alighted before the doors are closed. LANCOM supplies the ideal access points and antennae

for applications such as these.
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Well worth knowing:

The 5 GHz frequency
band is especially well
suited to open-air
applications. With an
unobstructed view,
wireless links can cover
distances of up to 20
km (12 miles).

Outdoor solutions from LANCOM
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Intelligent Network Management 

Preserve the security of
wireless networks:

The WLC-4025 
and 

the WLC-4006.

Intelligent network management in hospitals

Simplest-possible management and maximum security are an ideal combination provided by

LANCOM WLAN Controllers. WLAN Controllers enable access points throughout a company to

be managed and configured with ease. New access points are commissioned automatically,

provisioned with the ideal configuration and supplied with all of the necessary security 

settings. The Controller monitors these settings around the clock. Together with the background

scanning function it can detect rogue access points and alert the network administrator. The

Controller thus gives you a tangible plus in convenience and security. LANCOM WLAN

Controllers are ideal for WLAN infrastructure that fulfills multiple tasks such as for data, Voice-

over-WLAN and WLAN guest accounts. The “Smart Controller” forwards the data along diffe-

rent routes depending on the application. 

Digital documentation in hospitals

WLAN can greatly increase documentation processes in hospitals. Time is saved because there

is no need of hand-written documentation during ward rounds, and no need to insert papers

into the patient’s file. What’s more, the digital storage of data ensures that all of the informa-

tion is available and not just the most significant diagnostic findings. This helps the doctor to

make decisions that are based on a far more comprehensive basis of information.

Reach the doctor faster via Voice-over-WLAN

Unlike with a pager, the doctor at hospital can be directly called via WLAN mobile phone.

Voice-over-WLAN technology allows direct telephone calls to be made via WLAN. In emergency

cases the doctor won’t lose a minute of time – he doesn’t have to go to the ward telephone

first to make the call. 

Voice-over-WLAN technology is the ideal communication medium in this case. The Controller

guarantees the necessary Quality of Service which is of vital importance to interruption-free

communications and a high quality of speech.

WLAN access for patients

Patients can be provided with mobile Internet access by means of a guest access account. The

Controller provides the assurance that the patients really do have access to the Internet only

and not to confidential patients’ records. Therewith it helps to comply with legal requirements

concerning public hotspots. For further information about public spots, please read our white

paper “Public Spots - Operators´ rights and obligations”.
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LANCOM gives you more...

As a leading German manufacturer of professional network components, LANCOM looks back

on many years of experience in wireless LAN, secure access (Virtual Private Network) and Voice

over IP. The success we have experienced is thanks to the value-added strategy that we 

rigorously follow:

LANCOM stands for quality and security

With our excellent product range, you can place your trust in security-orientated communications

solutions that are up to date, innovative, and “Made in Germany”.

LANCOM offers unique protection of your investment

With regular and free updates to the software and security functions of our operating system

LCOS – including the incorporation of new and innovative features – LANCOM devices (where

technically feasible) constantly remain at a state-of-the-art level.

LANCOM simplifies operability 

LANCOM’s proprietary operating system LCOS (LANCOM Operating System) provides a cross-

platform, uniform configuration for all products. This contributes importantly to minimizing

training requirements.

LANCOM offers a direct line to the manufacturer

Locally based and competent Support provides fast help and information by phone or e-mail,

and even as early as during pre-sales. A specially trained team of field application engineers 

takes care of your problems on-site.

LANCOM has its eye on the future

With this in mind we offer you technologies that provide your company with advanced, secure

corporate infrastructures – today and tomorrow. So that you stay competitive.

What can we do for you?

LANCOM – Trust in experience

We have realized numerous projects in the public and private sectors in recent years.

Take a look at our Web site to get an impression of the projects that we have completed

and gain a precise overview of the multitude of options presented by VPN. 

Throughout our cooperation with our customers, we place great emphasis on under-

standing their needs so that we can support them in optimizing their business 

processes. Our partners would be very happy to provide you with advice and consultation

on the design of your own network. 

LANCOM – Quality and service
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Product Overview of LANCOM Access Points, 
WLAN Routers and Controllers

g108
Mbps ag108

Mbps ag108
Mbps ag108

Mbps

LANCOM L-305agn Wireless
LANCOM L-310agn Wireless

LANCOM L-54g 
Wireless

LANCOM L-54ag 
Wireless

LANCOM L-54 dual 
Wireless

LANCOM 1811 / 1821+
LANCOM 1823 VoIP

Applications

Commercial rooms / premises ++ ++ ++ ++ +

Office / subsidiary ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Home offices ++ + + + ++

Industrial sites and producti-
on facilities

0 0 0 0 0

Vehicles and 
transport systems

– – – – –

Outdoor +* +* +* +* +*

802.11 standards in the
frequency band

2.4 GHz b / g / n + / e / i b / g + e / i b / g + e / i b / g + e / i b / g + e / i

5 GHz a / h / n + e / i – a / h + e / i a / h + e / i a / h + e / i

Technical features

Secure Wireless LAN 
with WPA-2

All-round
security features

Multi SSID

Management WLC / Standalone WLC / Standalone WLC / Standalone WLC / Standalone WLC / Standalone

Medical conformity according
to EN 60601-1-2

in preparation

Dual Radio AP – – – –

Special features Very high performance (up
to 300 Mbps) and improved
WLAN coverage with 802.11n
with MIMO technology.  Full
backwards compatibility
with 802.11a/b/g. 
L-305agn: integrated antennae
L-310agn: external antennae

Professional standard WLAN
access point, operated self-
sufficiently or managed by
Controllers.

Greater flexibility and more
reliable transfer through 
additional channels in the
5-GHz band

Due to two wireless mod-
ules, especially well suited
to applications in the Enter-
prise environment (dual-
band mode). Ideally suited
for migration scenarios, can
work as repeater, too.

Highly integrated WLAN
router with VPN, (A)DSL,
ISDN, ideal for branch or
home offices. Also available
with VoIP support and 
integrated PBX system.

Item no. L-305agn: 61522 (EU) 
L-305agn: 61523 (UK)
L-310agn: 61520 (EU)
L-310agn: 61521 (UK)

61101 (EU) 
61103 (UK)

61102 (EU) 
61104 (UK)

61509 (EU) 
61510 (UK)

( Please refer to our product
overview )

** Mounting inside of buildings in 
connection with external antennae

Included – – Not suitable 0 Suitable under 

certain conditions

+ Suitable

– Not included – Not ideal ++ Highly suitable



ag108
Mbps ag108

Mbps ag108
Mbps ag108

Mbps

LANCOM 3850 
Wireless

LANCOM OAP-54 / 
LANCOM OAP-54-1**

LANCOM OAP-310agn
Wireless

LANCOM IAP-54 Wireless LANCOM XAP-40-2
LANCOM XAC-40-1

LANCOM WLC-4006
LANCOM WLC-4025

+ – / – – – –

WLAN Controllers 
for configuration 
and monitoring. 

Very simple,
very secure.

++ – / – – – –

+ – / – – – –

0 + / + + ++ ++

– ++ / ++ 0 ++

+* ++ / ++ ++ +* +*

b / g + e / i b / g + e / i b / g / n + e / i b / g + e / i b / g + e / i

a / h + e / i a / h + e / i a / h / n + e / i a / h + e / i a / h + e / i

/ 

/ 

/ 

WLC / Standalone WLC / Standalone WLC / Standalone WLC / Standalone WLC / Standalone –

– – – – – –

– / – – – / – –

The device is UMTS cap-
able, i.e. well suited to crit-
ical applications requiring a
backup medium.
Furthermore it offers an 
alternative broadband 
connection for DSL.

Well suited to outdoor
point-to-point connections;
weather resistant and tem-
perature tolerant (-30°C to
+70°C or -22F to 158F).

Robust Outdoor Access
Point with 802.11n Draft
2.0 technology, effective 
data rates up to 100 Mbps
in combination with dual
slant antennae.

Ideal for applications in 
warehousing and logistics
due to the robust, dust-
proof metal housing.

Suitable for industrial ap-
plications due to the IP 
protection rating, redundant
power supply and stability.
Also features and extended
temperature range.

Fully automatic manage-
ment of all LANCOM access
points and WLAN routers.

61168 ( Please refer to our product
overview )

61513 61504 61147 / 
61196

WLC-4006: 61367 (EU) 
WLC-4006: 61368 (UK) 
WLC-4025: 61550 (EU)
WLC-4025: 61551 (UK)
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** Also available as a bridge kit: Bridge kit includes:
- 2 LANCOM OAP-54-1
- 2 LANCOM SA-LAN surge protectors
- 2 Ethernet-PoE cables
- 2 PoE injectors



Are you looking for competent advice in your area?

See our Web site www.lancom.eu under “Distribution” and use your postcode to find a 
LANCOM Partner close to you. Our partner will welcome your call.

Headquarters
LANCOM Systems GmbH 
Adenauerstr. 20/B2 
52146 Würselen
Germany

Specialist reseller infoline
+49 (0)2405 49936-222

Fax
+49 (0)2405 49936-99

E-mail
sales@lancom.de

International
www.lancom.eu  

LANCOM, LANCOM Systems, LCOS and LANvantage are

registered trademarks. All other names or descriptions used

may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their

owners. This document contains statements relating to

future products and their attributes. LANCOM Systems

reserves the right to change these without notice. No liabi-

lity for technical errors and/or omissions.
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